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H.E. Moin-ul-Haque
Ambassador of Pakistan to France
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N the auspicious occasion of
the French National Day, I
would like to convey my heartiest felicitations to the government
and the people of France.
As my three-year assignment as
the Ambassador of Pakistan to
France comes to a close, I look back
with a sense of satisfaction and a bit
of nostalgia too. It has been an honour and privilege for me to represent
Pakistan in France, a major European power, a permanent member of
the United Nations Security Council,
a standard-bearer for multilateralism and collective action against
global challenges like climate
change, and a leader in soft power,
enchanting the world with its fashion
and gastronomy.
Pakistan and France have enjoyed
historic and friendly ties. The diplomatic relations, established soon after
the independence of Pakistan in 1947,
have steadily grown over the years.
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Today, the two countries have built
strong bonds in trade, economic,
defence, education, and cultural
fields, with immense potential for further progress in the years ahead.
During my stay in Paris, I along with
my team have strived to further strengthen the existing bilateral ties, with a
Continued on Page 4

ONNE Fête Nationale
I am privileged and honoured to greet the government
and people of France on the 230th
National Day celebrations. This day
will stay in history as the turning point
in the French Revolution and will
always be remembered for the celebration of unity of the French people.
The relationship between Martin
Dow and France is truly unique as we
are the first Pakistani investor who
has acquired two manufacturing
facilities which are operating in the
pharmaceutical and the nutraceutical sectors.
It gives me immense pleasure to
share our latest success in Gien
France where earlier this year we
inaugurated our Soft Gel plant at
Martin Dow Healthcare. This occasion was graced by His Excellency the
Ambassador of Pakistan in France

I

Mr. Moin-ul-Haque and Mayor of
Gien Mr. Christian Bouleau. Our business interests will go a long way in
further cementing the ties between
France and Pakistan.
I would like to congratulate President Emmanuel Macron and the
French people on this auspicious
occasion and wish greater success for
the future. Q

T gives me immense pleasure to
celebrate Bastille Day and would
like to congratulate our French
friends, colleagues and business associates on this auspicious day.
Bureau Veritas is a world leader in
laboratory testing, inspection and
certification services. Created in
1828, the group has around 76,000
employees located in more than 1400
offices and laboratories around the
globe.
Bureau Veritas Pakistan has been
operating in the country since 1999.
This year, we are celebrating our 20
years of operations in Pakistan.
During the last two decades, company
has witnessed phenomenal growth in
Testing, Inspection and Certification
business in the country.
Today, with over 350 highly skilled
technical staff, six testing labs, eight
business lines and 12 offices across

the country, Bureau Veritas Pakistan
is recognised market leader in
Testing, Inspection and Certification
Services to almost every business
sector.
Our solutions and services help our
clients reduce risk, improve their performance and meet the challenges of
Continued on Page 4

Sind Medical Stores: our services, An overview of Schneider Electric
your solutions
Pakistan including, BioRad Laboratories, Melet Schloesing Laboratories, Interscienceand Nutriset, which are
undoubtedly among the leaders in their fields. SMS dedication towards French products is also reflected in its consecutive winning of Annual Awards from Pakistan France
Business Alliance.
SMS acts as an interface between the high tech innovative product development companies and the marketplace.
It has an enviable reputation for building excellent brands
and securing their distribution for the healthcare market of
Pakistan. SMS has the proven capability of further raising
the profile of the brands with the end users through its professional approach and marketing expertise.
The management of the company includes highly experienced, qualified professionals with an average of 20 years’
Dr. Tasmia Billoo
Dr. Kishwar Billoo
leadership experience in the healthcare industry and come
from various backgrounds of Life Sciences. SMS works with
IND Medical Stores was established in 1958
all segments of healthcare distribution including prescripwith its initial venture as a manufacturing contion drugs, o-t-c medication, biological, vaccines, diagnoscern – Standard Laboratories – further expantics, biotechnology, immunology, surgical products, veterision of production facilities saw the manufacnary sciences, homeopathy and natural medicaments.
turing for Rona Laboratories SA., later enterBiological Division of SMS is the leading supplier of live
ing into importing medical products at the same time from
saving vaccines and biological products in Pakistan. The
Brovon Laboratories and B. Siegfried. Successful manufacDiagnostic Division of SMS has installed more than 1500
turing and distribution experience led to further expansion
diagnostic equipment in all major hospital and private labof the organisation. Today, SMS is Pakistan’s leading maroratories all over Pakistan. A professionally trained engiketing, distribution and healthcare service company with
neering team takes care of after-sales services.
pan Pakistan offices.
Company’s Industrial Division works with country’s vast
SMS has always kept special interest in imports of
industrial segment from pharmaceutical, biotechnology,
French products; the reasons are very obvious i.e. quality of
food & agriculture, poultry & dairy, chemicals and polyproducts and suitable relationship between Pakistan and
mers, by providing them solutions in respect of healthcare,
France for trade.
infection control, research and development, environment
In this regard, SMS has launched and developed market
protection and sustainability of critical resources, such as
for many French products including biological vaccines,
potable water.
homoeopathic medicines and diagnostics kits, reagents
SMS customers include general and acute care-hospitals
and instruments in last few decades. Currently SMS reprein both public and private sectors, retail pharmacies, prisents many leading French companies exclusively for
mary care physicians, wholesale distributors and
long term care providers. From the industrial side;
pharmaceutical, food and agriculture industry and
the growing research and development industry of
the country.
A cold storage capacity, validated by Ministry of
Health Pakistan, enables SMS to maintain large
inventories of life saving vaccines, diagnostic kits and
reagents. A fleet of refrigerated trucks, which are
capable of maintaining temperature even up to -20ºC,
help us maintain the cold chain during transits.
SMS represents more than 25 world class suppliers of healthcare products from all over the world.
We lead the market by introducing new innovative
technologies and our continuous growth and leadership among Pakistani healthcare marketing and
distribution sector is strong evidence of our firm
L to R: Ms. Tasmia Billoo, Guest, H.E. Mr. Marc BARÉTY,
commitment towards improvement of healthcare
Ms. Sonia BARBRY, Ms. Lauriane HOUBIN &
situation in our country. Q
Ms. Naureen Khalid.
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providers, and consumers are
CHNEIDER Electall affected – especially as the
ric with over 30 biltraditional borders between
lion dollars in revethem blur. Schneider Electric’s
nue is a global
EcoStruxure Grid gives power
leader in energy
network players the ability to
management and automation,
thrive in the face of disruption.
providing integrated solutions
It’s our powerful IoT-enabled
across various market segplatform that makes digital
ments. Our proficiency includes
transformation happen.
but is not limited to energy and
Intuitive industries – digitised!
infrastructure, industrial proThe latest wave of digitisation
cesses, building automation,
is bringing new business oppordata centers/networks, and resitunities. Improved visibility is
dential applications. Schneider
changing machine, asset, and
Electric is efficiency-driven
Mohkam Sheikh
process performance. Taking
and is committed to deliver
Country President,
advantage of the full capabilities
secure and reliable energy.
Pakistan
of the IoT is key to succeeding in
A state-of-the-art solutions
Schneider Electric
the Digital Economy.
provider: Schneider Electric
Buildings — as easy as ABC
offers solutions that guarantee to save 30-70 %
A new breed of living buildings is appearing.
energy cost and manage energy challenges worldThese buildings — that can think, sense, and
wide. Our strongest foundation is “EcoStruxure”
adapt — will be the cornerstone of modern, suswhich combines IT and OT to experience the best
tainable cities. EcoStruxure for buildings is makoutcome of Internet of Things (IoT).
ing this transformation possible by enabling susToday, in Pakistan, our objective is to share
tainable design and Active Energy Management.
our expertise in energy management and optiData centres – in the cloud & at the edge
mise our contribution to the development of the
Businesses are undergoing a digital transforcountry. As a pioneer in the new environmental
mation to get ahead in the Digital Economy.
economy, Schneider Electric proves that busiEcoStruxure IT is helping them tackle complex
ness, environmental, and social interests all
IT and data centre environments with cloud
converge by combining Energy, Automation
-based management systems, big data analytics,
and Software technology into one integrated
mobile insights, and optimised operation.
architecture – EcoStruxure.
Active energy management
In 2016, we launched our unique innovation
The global energy landscape is undergoing
position: EcoStruxure -- Innovation at Every Level!
profound disruption. Companies need to be more
Powering the digital economy
efficient and competitive, but at the same time
The disruptive technologies of the Digital
they are required to reduce energy consumption
Economy are challenging companies to think
and CO2 emissions. Active Energy Management
and act differently. At Schneider Electric, we
is the key enabler to solving this paradox.
believe Life Is On when life is powered and digEcoStruxure machine
ital, that’s why we are leading the digital transMachine builders and OEMs need innovative
formation of energy management and automaways to design, build and maintain more effition. We help businesses and individuals unlock
cient, cost-effective equipment, faster. With
new opportunities and make the most of this
EcoStruxure Machine, they can easily deliver
digital revolution.
smart, connected machines and revolutionise
Power distribution redefined
their business opportunities.
For today’s Digital Economy, traditional power
EcoStruxure building
distribution systems need to evolve. EcoStruxure
To meet the needs of the growing population,
Power, Schneider’s IoT-ready Power Distribution
buildings of the Digital Economy era must
architecture and platform, enables our partners
become more sustainable and more efficient.
to connect across an open, digital ecosystem
EcoStruxure building, our collaborative smart
throughout all phases of each project for
building IoT platform, provides solutions for
improved CAPEX and OPEX efficiency.
more productive building management and
Digital grid unleashed
more comfortable space.
Decentralised and decarbonised energies
EcoStruxure power
are on the rise. Combine these with digitisation
In the Digital Economy, the way electricity is
and the IoT, and you have all the ingredients for
generated, distributed, and consumed is changrevolutionary change. Electricity producers,

ing rapidly. EcoStruxure Power digitises and
simplifies the electrical distribution system and
aids decision-making. It helps facility owners
and operators protect people and assets, optimise business performance, and maximise
operational efficiency, while making it easier to
achieve regulatory compliance.
EcoStruxure for utilities
Digital disruption is affecting electric distribution utilities more than other energy players.
In the face of change, utilities need to drive revenue generation, secure optimal service levels,
and reduce costs. To help utilities achieve these
goals, EcoStruxure Grid unlocks powerful digital advancements in grid efficiency and
demand-side management.
EcoStruxure for food & beverage
Food & beverage producers are challenged to
make better products with fewer resources
while staying profitable. EcoStruxure for Food
& Beverage enables smart manufacturing at
every step of the value chain –from farm to fork.
EcoStruxure for healthcare
As our world becomes more connected,
advanced technology is extending beyond
patient care and into the hospital infrastructure. EcoStruxure for healthcare leverages the
IoT for improved operational efficiency, patient
satisfaction, and safety.
EcoStruxure for real estate
The real estate industry is transforming to
offer an enhanced living experience while aiming to improve building sustainability and
deliver high asset valuation. EcoStruxure for
real estate helps our clients build, retrofit, and
operate high-value buildings and campuses,
and achieve measurable sustainability results
while improving employee productivity, satisfaction, and well-being.
EcoStruxure plant
Driving efficient operations has never been a
more demanding task. EcoStruxure Plant makes
the job easier. Enabling smart control and
empowering the workforce, it helps optimise the
performance of operators, as well as industrial
assets while measurably improving operational
profitability, both safely and sustainably.
Schneider Electric with a fully trained &
equipped service team has been present in
Pakistan for over 20 years during which time we
have been recognised for our value-addition to
projects in diverse industries such as textile, oil
& gas, food & beverage, steel, electric utilities,
healthcare, hotels, automotive, buildings/residential, education & banking and more. Over
300 staff, strategically located across the country are core to our constant innovation and have
a strong understanding of the local market. Q
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TPPL — the largest international oil marketing company in Pakistan

T

OTAL Parco Pakistan Limited (TPPL)
is a 50:50 joint venture between Total
Marketing & Services S.A and Pak
Arab Refinery Limited (PARCO)
incorporated in 2001. Our core strength
lies in the strategic partnership of Total with PARCO,
an exemplary model of public-private partnership,
which highlights the Total Group’s commitment to
Pakistan. With a workforce of 400+ direct and 400
indirect employees dedicated to providing customer
centric solutions, we facilitate customers through
820+ retail outlets, serviced via 11 stock points and
an OGRA compliant fleet.
The Total Group, based in France, is the world’s
fourth largest international oil and gas company, and

a global leader in low-carbon energy. Operating in
more than 130 countries, the Total Group undertakes
industrial and commercial activities in the petroleum, gas, electricity, renewable energy and chemical sectors. Its business principles go hand-in-hand
with the ambition for continued growth for the benefit of all stakeholders, contributing at the same time
to the economic and social development of countries
where it is present. Total Group’s 100,000 employees
are committed to better energy that is safer, more
affordable, cleaner and accessible to as many people
as possible.
The Total Group’s esteemed local partner, PARCO,
is Pakistan’s most modern refining complex, constituting 25 per cent of refining capacity in Pakistan. It is a

joint venture between Government of Pakistan (60
per cent) and Emirate of Abu Dhabi (40 per cent), with
associated business activities in pipelines and marketing whilst providing energy with responsibility.
Total PARCO Pakistan, the largest international
oil marketing company in Pakistan and the largest
affiliate of the Total Group in the Asia-Pacific region,
is recognised as the market leader in product quality,
customer service, safety and environmental protection. Amidst our world-class petroleum products is
the technologically-advanced TOTAL EXCELLIUM
HOBC, which ensures a smooth and reliable drive,
while protecting the engine and the environment.
Our top-quality lubricants brands include the TOTAL
QUARTZ engine oil range for passenger cars, the

TOTAL HI-PERF range as the motorcycle oil product
line, and the premium diesel engine oil range,
TOTAL RUBIA. Our comprehensive range of industrial lubricants, greases and specialised products
cater to varied industries in Pakistan. We also offer
quality products at our Bonjour shops and superb car
wash facilities across our retail outlets.
Total PARCO Pakistan has invested USD 250
Million in the last five years, expanding its operations with the acquisition of Chevron’s fuels business
in Pakistan. It is currently investing significantly in
storage terminals, retail network development and
other high-level projects of national interest – including Solar Energy. There are currently six owned and
three joint-venture terminals of Total PARCO

French firms to diversify their presence in Pakistan
rom April 8-11, 2019, a
business delegation of
30 French businessmen
came to Pakistan and
went to the cities of
Islamabad, Lahore and Karachi. The
visit was organised by the French
Business
Confederation
called
MEDEF International. It was
chaired by Mr. Thierry Pflimlin, the
Chairman of the France-Pakistan
Business Council and the President
of Total Global Services.
French firms are well aware of
the improved security situation of
Pakistan during the past few years
and the government’s efforts to turn
the business environment more
favourable for the private investors.
On their visit to Islamabad, several
ministerial meetings were planned,
among which one private audience
with the President of the Islamic

F

Republic of Pakistan, Arif Alvi, and
the Prime Minister, Imran Khan.
During the privileged exchange
with the latter, the French firms presented their ambitions in Pakistan.
Prime Minister Imran Khan emphasised that the search for profit and
growth were the country’s priorities.
The political agenda of the government since August 2018 is to keep
on reassuring the private sector that
it is willing to make the most of the
country’s numerous advantages: a
population of more than 200 million
inhabitants with a growing middle-class, a strategic geographic location, important energetic resources
and a major agricultural potential.
The aim of this delegation was
also to expose the participants’ interest for the country at a local level.
French companies met with the cabinet of the Chief Minister of Punjab,

Sardar Usman Buzdar, and the Chief
Minister of Sindh, Syed Murad Ali
Shah. They also got an in-depth
understanding of the Pakistani economic and financial environment.
The firms met with several highly
appreciated private organisations
such as the Lahore Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, the
Pakistan French Business Alliance,
the Pakistan Business Council and
the Overseas Investors Chamber of
Commerce and Industry.
It is important that French firms
come in numbers and diversify their
presence, since the French presence
mainly consists of important investments in energy and defence.
The different exchanges that
came out of the diverse and dense
programme convinced French firms
that energy, agricultural and water
are the sectors holding the greatest

Messages

remained high on agenda for both the
countries. Over 800 Pakistani students
are pursuing higher education in France
under scholarship schemes offered by
the Pakistani and French Governments.
We are proud of Pakistan-France cooperation in the field of archaeology. The
60th anniversary of French archaeological mission in Pakistan was celebrated
this year by recognising the services of
French archaeologists. Recognising the
improved security situation in Pakistan,
France revised its travel advisory for
Pakistan in March 2018, easing restrictions for French travellers.
To complement it, a major initiative was
undertaken by the Embassy to project
Pakistan as an attractive tourist destination. It included launching of tourism website (www.decouvrezlepakistan.com) in
French language, establishing a Tourism
office at the Embassy, visit of 12 leading
French tour operators to Pakistan, organising an International Conference on the
Mountains of Pakistan at UNESCO, participation for the first time in International
Tourism Fair held in Paris and a Photographic Exhibition on Pakistan’s tourism.
These efforts have yielded positive results,
with leading French tour operators offering special tour packages for Pakistan.
As I plan to leave Paris in the coming

weeks, I am confident that friendship
between Pakistan and France would continue to grow and strengthen. I also earnestly hope that the long-awaited leadership level visit from France to Pakistan
would take place in the near future.
I extend best wishes to the people and
the Government of France for peace,
progress and prosperity.
Vivre le Pakistan! Vivre la France!

Continued from Page 1
H.E. Moin-ul-Haque
view to exploring new areas of cooperation. The visit of French Secretary
General for Foreign Affairs Mr. Maurice
Gourdault-Montagne to Pakistan last
year set the stage for discussing a ‘Road
Map’ for reinvigorating the bilateral ties.
For the first time, Pakistan’s exports
to France crossed the $1 billion mark in
2018, with total bilateral trade reaching
$1.5 billion. The balance of trade has
remained in Pakistan’s favour.
Renault is in the process of setting up a
vehicle manufacturing plant in Faisalabad. Negotiations are underway between the two countries to set up a state-ofthe-art food market in a major city in Pakistan, on the lines of Rungis market in Paris. A Pakistani pharmaceutical company,
Martin Dow has acquired two pharmaceutical manufacturing units in France.
In April this year, a 30-member delegation comprising French companies
under the auspices of MEDEF, the largest French business federation, visited
Pakistan. Cooperation in education sector, especially in higher education,

Syed Talib Hussain
quality, health & safety, environmental
protection and social responsibility. Whether it’s the fuel in our cars, the elevators
we ride, the smartphones in our pocket or
the helmets our children wear, TIC (Testing, Inspection and Certification) services play a role in our daily lives. That’s
why we help make these everyday interactions smarter and more secure. We
work with companies in a variety of
industries, encompassing building, infrastructure, automotive, power generation
and more. Taken together, our services
span three broad categories: Assets,
Products and Systems.
Assets
• Ships, trains and planes; buildings,
infrastructure and networks; and
power plants, refineries, pipelines

amount of opportunities. The energy
sector will keep attracting the investors since Pakistan holds a major
potential in gas and coal. The country also has a great potential in
hydroelectricity, which is only partially exploited. On the other hand,
Pakistan is being recognised for its
massive agricultural potential: 79%
of the exports are based on agriculture, especially textile and rice.
CPEC was also a recurring subject of conversation during the different meetings.
MEDEF International has been
active with Pakistan since 1989
and has always maintained its
interest for the country, despite
political changes. With this sixth
delegation, the business organisation trusts that economic and trade
relationships with the country
have entered a new era. Q

and other industrial installations.
Products
• Consumer goods; electronics, textiles, toys, automotive and food
products; industrial equipment;
machines and electrical equipment;
commodities; and oil, petrochemical products, minerals, metals and
other agricultural products.
Systems
• Conventional management systems
that address quality, health, safety
and the environment (QHSE); sector-specific QHSE management systems (e.g., automotive, aeronautics
or agriculture); and supply chain
management systems, including
supplier audits.
Our TIC services translate to performance-enhancing benefits for companies
of all sizes. We create tangible value for
clients in many unique ways. Being a
global company, CSR initiatives are the
core of our mission and our business, driving long-term performance and innovation. We are a business-to-business to Society Company —with an emphasis on society. Our CSR services anticipate global
economic trends to help us play a positive
role in the communities we serve. Q

Pakistan, along with a state-of-the-art blending plant
for lubricants.
Well-known as a responsible corporation, Total PARCO Pakistan adheres to a firm commitment to
social investment by supporting programmes for
safety and transportation, education, culture and
heritage, sports, economic empowerment and environmental development - including social and professional inclusion of youth.
Our vision is to be the most preferred Energy Company in Pakistan with sustainable business operations, energizing life through innovative products
and services, under a skilled and reliable team of
professionals, in a safe and environment friendly
manner. Q

